
Dear Neighbor,

Join us for our Special Hearing Event on February 26, 27 & 28 Monday, Tuesday & 
Wednesday, as we display the SoundLens® Synergy® iQ, the newest and most 
advanced invisible hearing solution by Starkey Technologies! During this special event, we 
will be offering the following FREE SERVICES:

   1. Electronic hearing screening by our Licensed Hearing Professional.

   2. Ear scan, you will see your ear canal on a color TV screen with the use    
       of our new video camera. Your problem may just be wax! 

   3. SoundLens® Synergy® iQ is the most advanced technology available in our most 
       popular invisible hearing solution. With a discreet fit, they fit deep inside your ear canal 
       and are personally customized to you for all-day comfort. Try SoundLens Synergy iQ 
       today to experience every moment with pure, pristine sound.

   4. If you currently have hearing aids, we will be cleaning and checking them at no charge.

This offer is valid for 3 days. We are only sending this invitation to our friends, neighbors 
and patients. Please call early to make an appointment on the date of your choice.

Simply call us at (239) 206-3793 today!! Appointments are available on a first come, first 
serve basis and there is no cost for these services.

              Yours for better hearing,

      Barbara Mitchell, HAS, RN,
    Hearing Aid Specialist, Registered Nurse.

P.S. During this event we will be offering special discounts including financing* toward the 
purchase of any pair of our Advanced Digital Technology from Starkey!
(Hurry—our limited offer expires 2/28/18).
*With approved credit
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*THIS IS NOT A CHECK. One Thousand Dollars and 00/100 towards the purchase of a new pair of digital hearing aids. Cannot be
used on prior purchases or combined with another discount.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
Choosing Hear Again America 
means choosing a dedicated 
and committed team of 
Hearing Professionals. It 
means investing in the latest 
hearing technology, tailored to 
you and your environment. 
We know that each ear is 
different and unique, just like 
you. This is why we test your 
hearing, select, and dispense 
the hearing instrument best 
suited for your needs.

Fall in Love with Better Hearing!


